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Abstract—In this study, a quadrature spatial modulation
(QSM) based non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) for mul-
tiuser, named as NOMA-QSM, is proposed. The main idea of
NOMA-QSM is to superimpose several constellation symbols to
be transmitted simultaneously via some selected antenna indexes
by distinguishing power domain. Different signal domain such
as antenna indexes and constellation symbols is then perceived
at each receiver. Consequently, both connectivity and spectral
efficiency can be improved by NOMA-QSM. As performance
measures, spectral efficiency, connectivity and bit error rate
(BER) are evaluated by simulations. The result shows that the
proposed NOMA-QSM scheme outperforms the existing schemes.

Index Terms—quadrature spatial modulation (QSM), non-
orthogonal multiple access (NOMA), bit error rate (BER),
spectral efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE future wireless communication system is challenged
to provide a massive connectivity since the number

of user connected to the network is increased dramatically.
Moreover, the availability of wireless resource is narrowed by
the time as the need for high system capacity is also increase.
To overcome this problem, the future wireless communication
such as 5G is required to provide advantages, such as robust
error performance, massive connectivity and high spectral
efficiency [1].

In non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA), multiple users
are allowed to simultaneously utilize the resources such as
time and frequency. The signals of these users are superim-
posed with different power allocation at the transmitter [2]–[8].

Quadrature spatial modulation (QSM) is recently proposed
to overcome the weaknesses of the former antenna index
modulation technique such as spatial modulation (SM) and
space shift keying (SSK). In QSM, real and imaginary part of
constellation symbol are utilized to transmit through antenna
indexes depending on the incoming bit stream [9]–[13]. Since
the signals are always orthogonal, inter-carrier interference
(ICI) is entirely avoided.

Recently, many studies have been proposed for multi-user
antenna index modulation combined with NOMA. In [14], a
combination between SM and NOMA technique for uplink
transmission for multi-user scenario was proposed. However,
the system can only cover maximum two users using the same
resources. NOMA-SM for vehicle-to-vehicle communication

was also investigated in [15]. In the study, two phases are
considered to exploit NOMA and SM technique. The idea is to
perform NOMA-SM at the phase two so that more data can be
conveyed. However, the system also can only cover maximum
two users at the same resources. Moreover, NOMA combined
with generalized space shift keying (GSSK) was proposed in
[16]. Several users can be covered in this system. Signals from
several NOMA users are superimposed and then transmitted
through the antenna index that selected from GSSK users.
Spectral efficiency and complexity analysis were presented in
this study. However, the number of bit per carrier unit (bpcu)
which can be conveyed is lesser compared to the proposed sys-
tem with the same system configuration. Lately, bit allocation
approach of SM for multi-user scenario was also proposed in
[17]. This system allocates block of information bits to several
users to establish multi-user connection. However, number
of connected users are limited by information bits can be
provided by BS.

In this study, QSM combined with NOMA for multi-user
communication is proposed. In the proposed system, the real
and imaginary part of constellation symbol of NOMA users
are modulated into antenna indexes defined from QSM users.
The signals are then superimposed by distinguishing the power
between the NOMA users. Consequently, each user receives
the same superimposed symbols. At the receiver, each user
will perceive its-own signal accordingly. As results, the bit
error rate (BER) performance is analyzed on each user and
overall system. As error floor exists when the fixed power
allocation is applied, a dynamic power allocation is utilized.
As the result, the error floor is successfully mitigated. The
spectral efficiency analysis is also presented to analyze the
proposed system performance. The result shows that the pro-
posed system outperforms the whole existing technique such
as NOMA-GSSK in [16].

II. SYSTEM MODEL OF NOMA AND QSM
A. System Model of Downlink NOMA

In downlink NOMA, multiple users are allowed to si-
multaneously utilize several domains (e.g. time, frequency
and code) while the signal of these users is superimposed
by distinguishing power domain [2]–[8]. The principal of
downlink NOMA is shown in Fig. 1. N users are paired and
superimposed to exploit the same domain simultaneously by



Fig. 1: Downlink NOMA system

allocating different power. At transmitter, the base station (BS)
transmits a superimposed signal as given as

xnoma =

N∑
i=1

pisi (1)

where pi and si are allocated power and transmitted symbol of
the i-th user, respectively, and E[|si |2] = 1. It is also defined
that BS total transmit power is P where

∑N
i=1 pi = P. At each

user, the received signal is expressed as

yi = hi xnoma + wi (2)

where hi and wi are the complex channel response and additive
white gaussian noise (AWGN) of i-th user, respectively. It is
assumed that the channel gain of user-1 is greater than channel
gain of user-2 and so on, |h1 |2 > |h2 |2 > ... > |hN |2. It is also
assumed that the allocated power of user 1 is smaller than the
allocated power of user 2, and so on, p1 < p2 < ... < pN . For
detection scenario, successive interference cancellation (SIC)
is performed at each user. At i-th user, SIC is utilized to
eliminate users with higher allocated power and consider users
with lower allocated power as noise. Thus, SIC is performed
N − i times at user-i by eliminating the strongest user first,
then the second and so on. Therefore, signal at i-th user after
SIC process can be expressed as

ŷi = yi − hi(
N∑

k=i+1
pk sk) (3)

Finally, maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) is used to
define user’s transmitted symbol. The estimated symbol of
user-i is defined as

ŝi = arg min
m

∥ ŷi − hism ∥2 (4)

where m = 1, ...,M and M is symbol size (e.g. constellation
size).

B. System Model of QSM

QSM utilizes the real and imaginary part of the constellation
symbol to be transmitted through antenna index which is
selected independently defined by the incoming bit stream [9]–
[13]. Thus, total number of bpcu can be conveyed at each
transmission is

nqsm = log2(N2
t M). (5)

Fig. 2: QSM system

where Nt is number of transmit antenna.
As shown in Figure 2, incoming bit stream in vector qqsm

of length nqsm is distributed into three vector blocks; qℜ is a
vector containing bits to select an antenna for transmitting
the real part of the constellation symbol, qs is a vector
containing bits to define the constellation symbol and qℑ is a
vector containing bits to select an antenna for transmitting
the imaginary part of the constellation symbol. In symbol
modulation, complex constellation symbol s = sℜ + jsℑ is
produced. Both real part sℜ and imaginary part sℑ of the con-
stellation symbol are independently chosen from the selected
antenna defined by bit combination in vector qℜ and vector
qℑ, respectively. Further, in vector xℜ = [xℜ1 xℜ2 ... xℜNt

]T
and xℑ = [xℑ1 xℑ2 ... xℑNt

]T , there is one element containing
sℜ and sℑ in each vector which indicates the transmit antenna
index for real and imaginary part, respectively. The aℜ-th
element in vector xℜ is xℜaℜ where aℜ is the mapped transmit
antenna index aℜ ∈ [1 : Nt ]. On the other hand, the aℑ-th
element in vector xℑ is sℑaℑ where aℑ is the mapped transmit
antenna index aℑ ∈ [1 : Nt ]. Afterwards, vector xℜ and vector
xℑ are summed up resulting new vector xqsm. Consequently,
the number of activated antenna is either one or two depended
on the incoming bit stream in antenna selection part. Vector
xqsm is then transmitted over the channel matrix H of length
Nr × Nt as written as follows

H =


h1,1 .. .. h1,Nt

: . :
: . :

hNr ,1 .. .. hNr ,Nt

 (6)

where Nr is number of receive antenna, and hu,v is complex
channel response, u ∈ [1 : Nt ] and v ∈ [1 : Nt ]. Thus, the
received signal at receiver can be expressed as

yqsm = Hxqsm + w = (Hxℜ +Hxℑ) + w (7)

where w is AWGN noise vector.
By assuming perfect channel knowledge at receiver, the

received signal is estimated using the optimum MLE as shown
as

x̂qsm = [âℜ, âℑ, ŝℜ, ŝℑ]
= arg min

aℜ ,aℑ ,sℜ ,sℑ
| |yQSM − (Hxaℜ ,sℜ +Hxaℑ ,sℑ )| |

2 (8)

where sℜ, sℑ = 1, ...,M and xaℜ ,sℜ represents real part of
symbol number sℜ-th transmitted through antenna number aℜ
while the other elements remain zero and xaℑ ,sℑ represents
imaginary part of symbol number sℑ-th transmitted through



Fig. 3: Proposed System Model

antenna number aℑ while the other elements remain zero.
âℜ, âℑ, ŝℜ, ŝℑ are the detected antenna index of real part, the
detected antenna index of imaginary part, the detected real part
symbol and the detected imaginary part symbol, respectively.
Finally, vector x̂qsm is converted into bits.

III. MULTI-USER QSM BASED NOMA

In this chapter, we explain our proposed system using
QSM based NOMA for multi-user communication. Assume
N + K users to be uniformly distributed in a cell where the
constellation symbols of the N users are transmitted through
antenna indexes selected from K users information bit. Further,
the N users are called as NOMA user while K users are called
as QSM user. As an example, when there is one NOMA user
in the cell, it is possible to cover two QSM users. On the other
hand, it states that K = 2N . Therefore, number of bpcu can
be conveyed in this cell is defined as

m = N log2(M) + K log2(Nt ) = log2(MN NK
t ). (9)

The proposed system is illustrated in Fig. 3. Assume that
vector pt is vector containing bits of user t. As N users are
defined as NOMA user, p1, p2, ..., pN contain bits of length
ms = log2(M). While vector pN+1, pN+2, ..., pN+K contain bits
of length ma = log2(Nt ). N vectors of NOMA users are then
modulated to constellation symbol, multiplied with its power
and separated to real and imaginary part resulting new vectors
sℜ and sℑ of length N , sℜ = [p1sℜ1 p2sℜ2 ... pN sℜN ] and
sℑ = [p1sℑ1 p2sℑ2 ... pN sℑN ], where pi is allocated power of
NOMA user i.

Vector aℜ = [aℜ1aℜ2...aℜ K
2
] is vector containing antenna

indexes to locate each element of vector sℜ as well as vector
aℑ = [aℑ1aℑ2...aℑ K

2
] is vector containing antenna indexes to

locate each element of vector sℑ. Thus, the p-th element in
vector aℜ is the position of element p of vector sℜ in new
vector xℜi . It means that there is only one element in vector
xℜi different from zero. The r-th element in vector aℑ is the
position of element r of vector sℑ in new vector xℑi . It means
that there is only one element in vector xℑi different from
zero. Vector xℜi and xℑi are then summed up resulting new

vector xi . These processes are repeated for N NOMA users
and K QSM users. Total N of vector xi are then superimposed
resulting vector x to be further transmitted, x = x1+ x2+ ...+
xN . The transmit antenna activation is defined according to
the elements in vector x. Vector x is then broadcast over the
channel matrix Ht , where Ht is channel matrix H of user t.
Therefore, the received vector at every receiver is given by

yt = Ht x + wt (10)

where wt is AWGN noise vector of user t.
At receiver, successive interference cancellation (SIC) is

performed to eliminate user’s signal with higher power al-
location. As example, three grouped users is illustrated in Fig.
4. Assume that 3 NOMA users are exist in the cell. Therefore,
3 power allocations are needed to be allocated to these users.
It is also assumed that group 1’s channel gain is lower than
group 2 and group 3, |hgroup1 |2 < |hgroup2 |2 < |hgroup3 |2.
The antenna selection is then defined by other 6 QSM users
where the antenna position for real and imaginary symbol
of first NOMA user is defined by the first and second of
the QSM user, respectively, the antenna position of second
NOMA user is defined by the third and fourth of the QSM
user, respectively, and so on. Further, the first NOMA user, the
first and the second QSM user are grouped in group 1. With
the same manner, there will be 3 groups in this example. SIC
is not performed by users in group 1 since group 1 has the
highest power allocation and considers group 2 and group 3’s
signal as noise. On the other hand, SIC is performed by group
2 to eliminate group 1’s signal. And group 3 also performs
SIC to eliminate group 1 and group 2’s signal. Further, x̂t is a
vector that contains the received signal of t-th user after SIC
process. Finally, by assuming perfect channel knowledge at
the receiver, vector x̂t is estimated using the optimum MLE
and resulting new vector p̂t . Vector p̂t is a vector containing
whole estimated symbol at user t, p̂t = [ŝℜt ŝℑt âℜt âℑt ].
MLE process is expressed as

p̂t = [ŝℜt, ŝℑt, âℜt, âℑt ]
= arg min

sℜ ,sℑ ,aℜ ,aℑ
| | x̂t − (Ht xsℜ ,aℜ +Ht xsℑ ,aℑ )| |

2 (11)



Fig. 4: Three groups example of multi-user QSM NOMA

where sℜ, sℑ = 1, ...,M are the real and imaginary part of
constellation symbol, respectively, and aℜ,aℑ = 1, ...,Nt are
the antenna index of real and imaginary symbol, respectively.
Vector xsℜ ,aℜ represents real part of symbol sℜ that trans-
mitted through antenna number aℜ while the other elements
remain zero and xsℑ ,aℑ represents imaginary part of symbol
sℑ that transmitted through antenna number aℑ while the other
elements remain zero. And ŝℜt, ŝℑt, âℜt, âℑt are the estimated
real symbol, the estimated imaginary symbol, the estimated
antenna index of real part and the estimated antenna index
of imaginary part of user t, respectively. Further, the t-th
user will only consider the specific element in vector p̂t
as its estimated symbol. In the previous example, the first
NOMA user considers the estimated symbol ŝℜ and ŝℑ as its
information. While the first and second QSM user consider the
estimated symbol âℜ and âℑ as their information, respectively.

IV. SIMULATION RESULT

In this section, simulation result of bit error rate (BER) and
spectral efficiency for the proposed system are presented. It
is assumed that the signal is transmitted over Rayleigh fading
channel. Perfect channel knowledge and perfect SIC at each
receiver are also considered in this simulation. MLE is used
to estimate the received signal at each user. It is also assumed
that time and frequency are perfectly synchronized at both
transmitter and receiver.

The spectral efficiency analysis is presented is Fig. 5. The
result is compared with several existing techniques. In MIMO-
NOMA system, the whole antennas are activated to transmit
symbol through each antenna. This leads to high inter-channel
interference (ICI) at receiver. While in NOMA-SSK system,
since only one antenna is allowed to be activated at a time,
there is only one user can act as SSK user which leads to lack
of number of covered users compared to the other systems.
In NOMA-GSSK system as proposed in [16], every symbol
of NOMA user can only provide one GSSK user. While in
the proposed system, a constellation symbol of NOMA user
can provide other two QSM users with the same amount of

Fig. 5: Spectral efficiency performance of the proposed system
compared with the existing system

information compared to NOMA-GSSK. For those reasons,
the proposed system outperforms the whole existing technique
with the same system configuration over the whole SNR range.

Number of maximum connected users is presented in Fig.
6. Arbitrary M and Nt can be utilized without affecting the
result. Where Nα is number of combined signal using super-
position NOMA, it is shown that NOMA-QSM outperforms
the existing system and increase exponentially by increasing
Nα. However, increasing Nα will affect the number of SIC
process which has to perform and the amount of interference
appear at the high allocated power user will increase as well.

Fig. (7a) shows the BER performance of six users consists
of 2 NOMA users and 4 QSM users. Fixed power allocation
is applied in this simulation where p1 = p2 = p3 = 0.9 and
p4 = p5 = p6 = 0.1. User 1, user 2 and user 3 are grouped as
group 1 where user 1 is assigned as NOMA user and user
2 and user 3 are assigned as QSM user. At each receiver
user, user 1 considers constellation symbol ŝℜ and ŝℑ as its
information, user 2 considers real transmit antenna âℜ as its
information and user 3 considers imaginary transmit antenna
âℑ as its information. SIC is not performed by users in group
1 since highest power allocation is allocated to these users.
User 4, user 5 and user 6 are grouped as group 2 where
user 4 is assigned as NOMA user and user 5 and user 6
are assigned as QSM user. At each receiver, user 4 considers
constellation symbol ŝℜ and ŝℑ as its information, user 5
considers real transmit antenna âℜ as its information and user
6 considers imaginary transmit antenna âℑ as its information.
SIC is performed by user in group 2 to eliminate NOMA
signal of group 1. It is also assumed that channel gain in the
same group is approximately same and channel gain of users
in group 1 is lower than channel gain of users in group 2,
|huser1 |2 ≈ |huser2 |2 ≈ |huser3 |2 < |huser4 |2 ≈ |huser5 |2 ≈
|huser6 |2.

In Fig. (7a), it is shown that the BER performance of users
in group 1 outperforms users in group 2 at relatively low
signal to noise ratio (SNR) since the power allocation of users



Fig. 6: Number of maximum connected user comparison
between the proposed and the existing system

in group 1 is higher than users in group 2. While at high
SNR region, users in group one suffer from error floor which
cause users in group 2 outperforms users in group 1. This
due to the interference resulting from users in group 2 can
not be perfectly canceled. Thus, at the relatively low SNR,
where the AWGN noise power is higher than the interference
power from users in group 2, the AWGN noise can still be
reduced by increasing the received SNR. When the AWGN
noise power becomes lower than the interference power at
high SNR, the interference still present with the same power
level. Thus, interference that presents at users in group 1
remain the same and can not be reduced by only increasing the
received SNR. In other words, fixed power allocation scenario
causes a stagnant residual interference from lower allocated
power users to higher allocated power users. Consequently,
error floor presents at high SNR for all users in group 1.
On the other hand, users in group 2 does not have any
additional interference from users in group 1 since perfect
SIC is considered. The solid line without marker in Fig. (7a)
shows the BER performance of overall system. The error floor
at the line presents because of the users in group 1.

In Fig. (7b), dynamic power allocation is performed to
mitigate error floor at users in group 1. The power allocation
for NOMA user in group 2 follows [18, Eq. (17)] as shown
as

p2 =
βuser1

W + 1
+
βuser2

V + 1
(12)

where W =
√

1 + ρ|huser1 |2, V =
√

1 + ρ|huser2 |2 where ρ is
transmit SNR and βuser1, βuser2 are two constant coefficients
where βuser1 + βuser2 = 1 and 0 ≤ βuser−i ≤ 1 for i = 1,2.
While the power allocation for NOMA user in group 1 follows

p1 = 1 − p2. (13)

In Fig. (7b), it is shown that users in group 2 outperform
users in group 1 at whole SNR range due to the channel gain
of users in group 2 is higher than channel gain of users in
group 1, |hgroup2 | > |hgroup1 |. By performing dynamic power

(a) Fixed power allocation

(b) Dynamic power allocation

Fig. 7: BER performance of the proposed system for 6 users
scenario (2 NOMA users and 4 QSM users) using both fixed
and dynamic power allocation where M = 4 and Nt = 4

allocation, the error floor of users in group 1 observed in Fig.
(7a) is successfully mitigated. Consequently, error floor in the
overall system is also mitigated.

V. CONCLUSION

In this study, we propose NOMA-QSM for multi-user
scenario. In the proposed system, a superimposed signal of
several constellation symbols is transmitted simultaneously by
distinguishing the power domain. Different signal domain is
then perceived at each receiver. A robust BER performance



is offered in this system when dynamic power allocation is
utilized. On the other hand, the spectral efficiency analysis
shows that the proposed system outperforms the other exist-
ing techniques such as MIMO-NOMA system, NOMA-SSK
system and NOMA-GSSK system [16] by using the same
system configuration over the whole SNR range. In addition,
it was shown that the proposed system can cover more users
compared with the existing systems.

Future work will consider coded schemes using the pro-
posed system. We will analyze performance measurements
under several channel conditions and more practical scenario.
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